
 

JUNIOR CHAMBER INTERNATIONAL, IBADAN ELITE 2019 

WELCOME TO EXTRAORDINARY SERVICE! 

Dear Active citizens of JCI Ibadan Elite,  

Happy New Year! I bear glad tidings for a new beginning. 

For us as a Local Organisation, we have just had a brilliant year. So many great achievements and 

sustainable impacts that bear testament to the diligent efforts of our leaders and members.  

Now, a New Year is upon us. And with the New Year come new hopes and dreams. We have been 

able to Lead Out Loud and achieve amazing results in 2019. Now is the time to set out on a new 

adventure. And it promises to be extraordinary. 

I pay special respects to our leaders, JCI Senator Tolu Adeniyi and JCI Nigeria Ambassador Sanmi 

Abiodun for getting us to this point. I congratulate all members of JCI Ibadan Elite for how far and 

how well we have come in such a short time. 

In 2020, we plan to take JCI Ibadan Elite on an incredible journey of Extraordinary Service. 

Extraordinary Service from members. Extraordinary Service from the Board. Extraordinary Service 

to humanity. 

EXTRAORDINARY SERVICE IN CONSOLIDATION 

The Year of Extraordinary Service will focus on consolidation. It is our utmost intention to continue 

and improve on our existing programmes and projects including: 

1. Hangout with the Elites 

2. World Cleanup Day 

3. Elite Club 

4. Adopt-A-School; among others 

These programmes and projects will be executed with keen attention, great glamour and will be used 

to advance our overall objectives.  

EXTRAORDINARY SERVICE IN INNOVATION 

Cruising at greater altitudes from where we left off last year, we are proud to announce that JCI Ibadan 

Elite shall also be undertaking exciting new projects in 2020.  Synopsis of some of these are as follows: 

Business Masterclass 

The Elite Business Masterclass (E-BMC) is a one-day intensive and comprehensive business clinic for 

intending and existing business owners in Ibadan. E-BMC 2019 will play host to several seasoned 

Business experts and strategists who will lead different sessions including Business Structure, Business 



Finance (Book Keeping, Loans and Grants), Sales, Marketing and Customer Service, Running a Non-

Profit. The inaugural edition of the Masterclass is scheduled to hold as follows: 

Date: Saturday, 14th March, 2020 

Time: 9:00am 

Venue: Ibadan Business School, Bodija, Ibadan 

 

Project Go Green: Ibadan10000 

Project Go Green is a national flagship project of JCI Nigeria in 2020. JCI Nigeria is taking urgent 

action to combat climate change and its impacts. The campaign will see JCI Nigeria plant one million 

trees across Nigeria in 2020. JCI Ibadan Elite, as a Local Organisation, is committing to planting 1000 

trees across choice locations within the Ibadan metropolis. 

Waste to Wealth 

As part of  activities leading to the 2020 World Cleanup Day in September, JCI Ibadan Elite shall 
facilitate a Waste to Wealth programme. We intend to bring together all stakeholders in the Waste 
and Recycling industry, government and importantly, market men and women who are the primary 
targets and beneficiaries of  this programme. 
 
We hope that this initiative will proffer a viable and sustainable solution to the problems of waste 

disposal and management in Ibadan and Oyo State at large. It will also be a medium to educate waste 

producers on leveraging on opportunities available in converting waste to wealth.  

The Elite Club Week 

In a bit to engage members of the Elite Club in various secondary schools better, we have proposed 

the Elite Week to include Skills and Vocational Workshop, Radio tour, speaking championship and 

city tour, among others. 

My JCI Calendar 

My JCI Calendar details all scheduled JCI activities across all levels which are of relevance to us. The 

purpose of the Calendar is to keep members informed and prepared ahead of scheduled events 

throughout the year. 

 

EXTRAORDINARY SERVICE IN MEMBERSHIP AND LEADERSHIP 

JCI Ibadan Elite will also be deliberate about quality membership in 2020 as part of the objectives of 

the National Organisation. Through the year, we shall place premium on improving the value delivered 

to our members while also demanding excellence and quality contributions.  

The 2020 Board of JCI Ibadan Elite offers excellent, indefatigable and competent hands to man all 

crucial aspects of the Local Organisation. Members can rest assured that the Local Organisation will 



not fall short on any objective and key area. I am confident that this crop of leaders is geared to act 

and raring to go!  

All Directors and Chairpersons will reach out to members with detailed information on their 

respective plans as we get into the year. Kindly accord them all necessary support and cooperation to 

achieve our overall objectives. 

So, from this day and for the next 365, I beseech all members of our beloved organisation to strive 

hard to set JCI Ibadan Elite on the path for greatness. I urge every member to play leading roles in all 

spaces, positions and tracks that we find ourselves to effect change in our society. It is only day one 

but it is not too early. Start out now! Start out strong! 

Finally, I urge each one of us to take a moment to reflect on our accomplishments of the past 22 

months and derive motivation for the huge tasks that we still have ahead. Get ready for extraordinary 

service. Get ready to make impact through diversity. 

Once again, I wish you the best of the season. Enjoy a wonderful year!  

Welcome to the year of Extraordinary Service! 

 

Yours in service, 

 

Kemi IRINOYE, 

2020 President, 

JCI Ibadan Elite 


